Case Study:
Retail Sales Campaign for a
Plastic-Free Beauty Brand
Scaling up a fast-moving D2C beauty business
This plastic-free beauty brand experienced rapid growth in online sales within
the first two years of launch. However, with an exciting new flagship retailer
secured for Summer 2020 the businesses’ overall retail strategy lacked
momentum, focus and direction.
Lack of time and persistence to gain traction in retail

Despite best efforts, the beauty brand was struggling to establish new retail
relationships which they felt was a priority for sales growth. The key issues were
a lack of time and consistency in building retail relationships. It was decided a
better option would be to outsource this essential revenue building activity to
the external sales consultants at Ethical Sales.
Getting ready for the sales campaign

The purpose of the campaign was agreed: to scope out a range of retail market
sectors to identify which yielded the most potential for the brand and to open
some new retail accounts.
Before running a sales campaign the team made the following preparations:
A review and re-structure of the existing retailer contact list built by the
business to ensure the right retailers would be targeted.
A team Zoom call to introduce the sales consultants to the brand and their
ethos (who very much enjoyed trying out a range of product samples!)
A final client briefing document written up, a sales call script and draft email
created for client approval.
The excellent brand pitch deck, wholesale information and detailed product
outlines were provided by the business directly and did not need amending.
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A telemarketing focus with an expert prospecting strategy
During the campaign the Ethical Sales team focused on making sales calls to
speak to the right level of decision maker. LinkedIn prospecting and emails
were used should it not be possible to engage over the phone or as follow up.
The sales consultants undertook the following activity:
115 outbound phone calls.
46 decision-maker conversations.
131 emails sent.
Initial campaign success and final recommendations
As a result of the initial six week campaign the team achieved:
13 qualified retail leads who requested product samples to review.
1 new account opened with several more at proposal review stage.
A final status report was provided to the beauty brand which included market
intelligence gathered, feedback on their brand and products, future product
development to consider and which retail market sectors to focus on for the
remainder of the year. It is worth noting that this activity took place in the UK
during the pandemic lockdown of non-essential retail outlets in March-July
2020.
Outsourced account management and business development support
The team was delighted to secure a further contract to provide ongoing account
management and new business support. In the first two weeks of this extended
support the Ethical Sales consultant delivered:
A further 4 new retail accounts (two of which are multi-site retailers)
An increased prospect list of 30 new retailers as a result of market scoping
and recommendations.
Converted two incoming retail enquiries into new customers.
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What were the key contributors to sales success?
We believe this sales campaign and subsequent account management service
yielded such great results for three key reasons:
The sales campaign delivered was strategic and targeted which focused on
the right retail fit for the client.
High quality marketing materials and collateral was provided which clearly
explained the brand’s position and customer profile.
The focus was on using the telephone by skilled sales experts who were able
to build new relationships, have meaningful conversations and create trust
in the brand.
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We take the sting out of sales so you can focus on
changing the world, one customer at a time.

We love to work with purpose-driven businesses who want to change the
world with their innovative products or services. We can help you to:
Grow your customer base with bespoke and targeted sales campaigns.
Set growth goals and create practical sales roadmaps that work.
Gain insight and support at Sales-Director level when you need it most.
Our team has decades of experience in ethical business practices, direct sales,
telemarketing, online advertising, social media, sales strategy and mentoring.
As a pending B Corp we specialise in the natural, organic and green market
sectors. We are proud to work with clients who carefully balance profits with
people and planet.

Get in touch:
hello@ethical-sales.co.uk
T: 0117 300 5418
www.ethical-sales.co.uk

